
215 x 102 x 65 bricks laid in NHL 3.5 hydraulic lime mortar.

Engineering bricks laid in NHL5 hydraulic lime mortar to be

used below ground level & 150mm above

central area filled withr RFG compacted loose fill insulation

and capillary break
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Void beneath joists

Minimum 150mm

preferably 250mm

18mm smartply or Elka strongboard T&G flooring. Joints to

be taped, dependent on airtightness level to be achieved.

Floor finish above to clients specification

Timber Skirting Board fixed to 25x50mm

timber and fixed to baseplate

Slate damp proof course (optional if using engineering

bricks) laid in NHL2 hydraulic lime mortar with 2 layers of

wool carpet uderlay between slate & timber as airtight layer.

Engineering brick to

support joists, laid in

NHL5 lime mortar

Telescopic Adjustable Vent to be embedded in plinth for cross

ventilation

 Self compacting gravel trench of 10mm pea shingle 525mm wide

and minimum of 300 - 450mm below ground level.  Top soil to be

removed , dig down until a firm foundation is reached.  Use a

poker vibrator to compact the gravel, to ensure there are no large

voids, inserting vibrator at frequent intervals along both sides and

middle of trench until gravel is compact and level

Ground conditions and depth of foundations to be confirmed

beforehand.

Gravel trench must be laid to a fall of 1 in 80, towards the lowest

corner of the building

Weed matting to u/s building

topped with a fine layer of pea

shingle

Trench lined with Geotextile

300mm deep  engineered timber I joists. Sizes will

vary according to spans & loadings

These foundations are designed specifically to deal with moisture buildup in walls by the use of natural materials & traditional design. Moisture buildup is

caused either by rising damp or by moisture collecting at the base of a wall over long periods of time due to the use of inappropiate materials. RFG

FoamGlas, slate, engineering brick and many types of stone prevent rising damp because they are non-porous materials that do not allow moisture to

wick upwards from the ground. The use of these materials in combination with breathable mortars such as lime and clay means that there is no need to

use a plastic damp proof course. The self-draining design in combination with no waterproof membranes ensures that any potential build up of moisture

can dissipate safely away into the earth. in addition the central core of RFG is a capillary break that protects the building from rising damp.

250mm sheep wool insulation, Innotherm or steico

flex supported on 6mm external grade plywood

between joists
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Stainless steel wall tie: Ancon double triangle

DT300 stainless steel wall ties, installed in

masonry joints.  2 No ties per foamglas block

NOTES:

1. Straw to be min 300mm above ground level, preferably 450mm

2. Size and spacing of floor joists will vary depending on joist span, spacing and

loading.

3. Bearing capacity of subsoil must be determined, this dictates depth of foundations,

which should begin at level of good bearing soil. Otherwise another type of foundation

that spreads the load should be chosen

4. Board materials should be free of added formaldehyde, floor insulation should be a

natural fibre.

5. This is not a cavity wall foundation. The outer & inner walls plus the central fill are all

loadbearing.

6. Baseplate must be constructed of durable timber

7. Render must be min 30mm thick to give adequate weather protection

8. Floor must be t&g. Joints to be taped, dependent on level of airtightness to be

achieved. Flooring must be pushed tight against woodfibre board at base of wall. For

additional airtightness use tape at this joint.
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Strawbale wall construction: 460mm bales

trimmed either side to 450mm with lime render

externally & lime or clay internally.

Render/plaster coats should be minimun 30

min thick in 2 or 4 layers depending on

required finish.

25x75 lateral restraint to baseplate @ 500 centres on both sides of ladder

22mm Steico universal or similar woodfibre board fixed to baseplate

22mm wood fibre board over joint between baseplate and T4+ block

for airtightness

140x300x450mm Foamglas T4+ structural insulation slab (standard

600mm slab cut in two) on edge in accordance with manufacturer's details

Drip render stop: 30x30mm render stop with drip mould made

from durable timber ie oak, larch, douglas fir

32mm Ø x 350mm hazel stake fixed into

noggin in baseplate

250x25mm Ø hazel stake to provide fixing for skirting batten
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